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"This collection is an important historic text, marking out the early history or birth of what may become a ubiquitous global form of penalty with huge social consequences. Criminologists can't keep ignoring it. Sooner or later, we will have to accord EM its due place in practical and theoretical inquiry. This collection starts that critical task. It is vital text for students, professors, policy makers and theorists alike." – Kathy Laster, Monash University, Crime, Law and Social Change

Since the 1980s, electronic monitoring has been successfully introduced in a number of countries worldwide. Much of the literature on electronic monitoring has been produced by officials and researchers directly involved in the implementation of experimental electronic monitoring programmes and has been subject to little critical scrutiny.

This book addresses the broader factors in electronic monitoring's development. Drawing on recent developments in the sociology of punishment and crime control, this book will develop a critical criminological perspective on electronic monitoring in selective countries around the world.
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